ISCAM login methods

https://web.suz.cvut.cz/Login

The system currently supports four types of login.

1. The primary method is login through the Czech Technical University (CTU) user map, which has been used up until now.

2. As before, applicants from the CTU that have no valid IDIS can log in using their last name and their national identification number (i.e. birth number).

3. Also, it is possible to log in using the application number and the password that was set up by the user when entering the application on the CTU website, which is usual for new applicants for enrolment at CTU.

4. For existing users outside the CTU and for applicants from the CTU (there may be cases when they have no active login via user map, such as between completing their Bachelor’s programme and registering for a Master’s programme) we have launched a new login method that allows them to log in using a registered e-mail address and a chosen password. They will receive a password set-up link from the accommodation manager. The link will expire after 24 hours and, if it has not been used by then, a new link needs to be requested at a later time. Links are sent through accommodation managers in order to prevent account information from being easily accessed by unauthorised persons and to make it difficult to apply for the change of another user’s password.

Methods 2 and 3 are only temporary and are used by CTU students until they obtain a valid university login for method 1.

VARIABLE SYMBOL

When paying for dormitory and other related services, information about the variable symbol (VS) and its use can be found under “Basic Information” about the ISKAM4 accommodation service where it is generated. To register in ISKAM4 and get the VS, use the following link: https://web.suz.cvut.cz/Login